An experimental d etermination of the reflection coefficient over rough te rrain is r epo rted . The reflected signal received over rough terrain is considered to be mad e up oft wo components, one that is a specular component and the other a R ayleigh-distr ibuted componen t. Where one term inal is low, the Rayleigh component is considered to be small with respect to the sp.ecular component ?lIt increas:s in relative magnitude as the height of the lower te rJl?ln almcreases. A tenmnal h eIght IS reached where the specular component is no longe r ~Hgl11~Cant, and the refl ected energy is esse ntia lly Rayleigh-distributed . A t erm inal height I S qUickly reached a,?ove which the m ea n valu e of the reflected energy is relatively constant, of a low value, a nd md epend ent of the g razing angle.
Introduction
The interest in rough-terrain reflec tion has led to the publication of a large number of papers on this subj ect in recent years. The complexity of the problem is evidenced by the many different approaches to reasonable and usable solutions. The most obvious approach to th e problem would be to consider rough-terrain reflection as a modification of smooth-terrain reflection (i.e., specular reflection) and attempt to express the rough-terrain r eflection coefficient in terms of the smooth earth or Fresnel reflection coefficient. However, the problem is not at all that simple.
The field m easured at a point in space above the ea!·th a1!-d within the radio line-of-sight of the transmitter IS the vector sum of a number of signal components arriving at the receiver over a numb er of different paths. In general, there is a single wave that arrives directly from the transmitter while others arrive after be'ing reflected at least onc~ from th.e intervening ground. Ideally, wh ere the ground IS a smooth surface, modified image theory adequately describes the received field, which is the vector sum of a direct wave and a single groundreflected wave [lV "Where the ground contai.ns known irregularities, few in number, and where the reflecting area is small, a reasonable estimate of the reflected energy can be determined on a Fresnel diffraction basis [2] . However, if the irregulari ties are numerous and haphazard and if the reflecting area is extensive, it is very difficult to determine Fresnel zones.
Some methods of treatment have been proposed [3 tlu"ough 10] for a rough surfac e where an exhaustive knowledge of the surface is availabl e, or where the surface is su ch that it can b e approxirnated b y a simple function or where th e irregularities are small I Figures in brackets indicate the literatu re references at the end of t his paper.
with respect to the wavelength. In the absence of such idealized conditions, an analytical determination of the coefficient of r eflection is not possible, and it has been common practice to assume specular rcfiection even over rough terrain when the reflection occur near grazing relative to an average smooth ground . .
Any successful theory would have to explain the inherent r elationships between the pertinent param eters. The authors of this paper do not attempt to propound a theory to explain the physics of reflection from extensive randomly rough terrain having large irregularity, but do attempt to point out some relationships between these observed parameters. The approach must be statistical since it can be shown that, for such surfaces only this method leads to practical application [7] . Attention will b e concentrated on grazing angle which are of greatest interest. . The angle b etween the incident wave and the tangent to an approximating smooth surface at the point of refiection will be called the grazing angle if it is less than 50.
2.. Experimental Procedure
During August of 1954, a series of aircraft flights were made over transmission paths in eastern Colorado and western Kansas. Three paths were investigated: one originating at the Cheyenne Mountain transmitting site near Colorado Springs, Colo . passing through Haswell, Colo. and continuing beyond; another from. Pikes Peak through Haswell ; and a third from Fort Carson t lll"ough Haswell . . The mean ground elevation of these paths varies from 6,200 ft relative to mean sea level ncar Cheyenne Mountain to 4,200 ft in wes tern Kansas. The object of the flights was to investigate the distribution of received field strengths along these paths at an operating frequency of 1,046 Me using horizontal polarization. A complete description of the transmission faciliti es can be found elsewhere [ll] . Table  1 shows the pertinent data con cerning the trans-mitting and r eceiving system . All flights with the exception of the 7,000-ft and the 10,000-ft flights on t h e Cheyenne Mountain path were flown in a westto-east direction. For the flights in the opposite direction, any difference in the antenna pattern and gain due to the required change in mounting was ignored, since absolute values of the field or even v~lues of the field r elative to each o ther for any two flIghts were not required. Diurnal effects in the characteristics of transmission have also been neglected since such effects would be expected to influence the values of reflection coefficient obtained only slightly. Likewise, standard air refraction is assumed; although the meteorological data collected at the tim e indicate some departure from a standard atmosphere, this also would not b e expected to affect our conclusions appreciably.
Visual ch eckpoints were used to maintain the aircraft on the path and to locate the aircraft over the terrain. For purposes of calculation, it was assumed that the aircraft maintained a constant s p eed between ch eckpoints. This assumption seems warranted as the average speed for successive sectors did not vary by more than 5 percent.
For the most part, the entire r egion over which these measurements were made is very dry and is consider ed to b e semiarid. A major portion of the ground is cover ed with Buffalo grass and sagebrush; a small part is under cultivation. The entire r egion is essentially without trees. Although there are isolated ranches and farms, there are no areas of concentrated population along the paths. Inasmuch as Rayleigh's criterion of roughness has been generally accepted as an estimate of the effective boundary b etween rough and smoo th terrain, this criterion has been used in the following analysis.
Rayleigh's criterion of roughness, 471' h . f:J.¢ = -y:: f:J. S111 1/;, is an expression relating the root m ean square deviations of the surface from a smooth surface (f:J.h), the wavelength of the signal C A) and th e grazing angle C 1/;). This phase difference (f:J.¢) of rays reflected from differen t levels of a surface determines the effective surface roughness. Critical values for this expression ranging from 71'/2 to 0.1 have been used by various authors [12, 13, 14] . Beckman [7] uses this criterion to determine the existe nce of a horizon tal r eflecting elem ent in a profile. He also uses a modification of the sam e expression to determine the classification of the surface r eflection, from one that is characterized by the Dirac distribution as one extreme, to one that is characterized by the Rayleigh distribution as the other extrem e. In any case, irrespective of the particular limiting value chosen , if only the area within the smooth-earth first Fresnel zone is investigated, all paths considered h er e must be classified as b eing rough at least for grazing angles greater than 0.4°, and for frequen cies in excess of 1,000 Mc. It should be noted, however, that there is not exact corres pondence b etween B eckman's consideration and that stated here. B eckman would consider a detailed analysis of the entire profile and the selection of horizontal elements. This m ethod considers the average deviations from what is considered to be the principal reflecting area. A d etailed surface analysis is not practical for areas as large as those involved in this study.
Another problem in the determination of the refl ection coefficient is the consideration of divergence. vVhen a wave is reflected from a curved smooth surface, the power density is decreased due to the spreading of the reflected wave. As the angle of the incident wave approaches grazing over a smooth curved surface, divergence causes the power density of the reflected wave to decrease to a very-low value. However, if the terrain is sufficiently rough, it is difficul t to determine t he effect of divergence, since 
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Horn·fed parabolic sectioll. it would be r easonable to expect anomalies in the region of the radio horizon which would be more effective in determining the amount of reflection than would the general curvature of the surface at that point. Henee, the reffection coefficient spoken of her e co uld be called the "effective reffection coefficient" as it has not been corrected for possible divergence caused by reffection from the curved surface of the earth. In order to relate the results to a r effecting region on the ground, curves were fitted to the terrain and for the purposes of calculation of the grazing angles, the optical reffection point of the surface was assumed to lie on the curve rather than on the actual terrain [12] . In the case of the Pikes Peak and the Cheyenne Mountain paths, a single second order curve was drawn through the entire profile, and it was ass umed that the curve was an approximation of the terrain, at least in a macroscopic sense. Since the terrain over the Fort Carson path did not permit a simple geom etrical approximation, the results for the Fort Carson ffights were related to the angle of elevation of the receiver above the transmitter radio horizon, rather t han to the grazing angle.
.2 . Characteristic Effects of Specular and Random Reflections
When reflection from a smooth surface is consider ed, prin ciples of optical reffection can be appli ed and the reflection can be viewed as though it occurred at a point. Then the reffection coeffi cient is the ratio of the electric field reflected to the electric field incident, considered alon g paths where t he angle of reflection eq uals the angle of in cidence. This reflectio n coefficient has bo th an amplitude and a phase, both of wh ich are fun ctions of t he ground co nstants an d t he angle that the incidence ray makes with the tangent to th e surface at the optical point of reflection. If it is assumed that the direct and ground-refl ected waves arriving at t he receiver left the transmitter with the same power density and traveled over paths approximately equal in length, the ratio of the amplitude of the reffected wave to the amplitude of the direct wave is equal to the amplitude of the reffection coefficient. Where the terrain is reasonably smooth, a well-defin ed "lobe structure" of field maximums and minimums is formed in space du e to the interference between the direct and the ground-reffected waves. The accepted practice in evalua ting the amplitude of a specular reflection coefficient over smooth terrain is to consider successive maximums and minimums of the field strengths of the received signal as a function of distance and to evaluate t he reffection coefficient from the following expression : (1) where: dl = distance traveled by the direct wave, d2=distance traveled by the reffected wave, E, 'f= the value of a voltage maximum, and Em=the value of a preceding or followin g voltage minimum.
The well-defined maximums and mll1unum lend themselves well to the above method of analysis, as the r efl ected wave can be considered to b e a single ray. However , where the r effecting s urface i very rough, such a model lobe structure doe~ not ex ist. A movina-rece iver would experience fadlllg at a more or less "' haphazard ra te, and the validi ty of the above treatment is questionable. Since it is desirab~e ~o defin e thc reflection coefficicn t over rough teITam m a manner similar to that over smooth terrain, the determination of the reflection coefficient should be in terms of grazin g angles similar to those over the average smooth earth . If a least-sq.uare curve. I substituted for the terrain and optical reflectIOn points ar e assigned by geometry, the r ef-Iection coeffi cient can be defin ed as the electri c field refl ected to that incident along path s where the angle of incidence equals the angle of reffection over the average smooth earth. It should b e remembered, however , t hat the reffected energy is not arriving via a single path anymore than it is in th e case of specular or smooth-earth reJ-lection as can b e shown from a Fresnel diffraction treatment [2] of smooth plane-surface r eflection. However, with rough terrain the problem is somewhat different since th e reflected field becomes incoh eren t. Image theory is not adequate here and the reflected energy, r ather than being conside;ed to consist of an essentially single reflected ray, must be considered more completely as consisting of the vector sum of many waves reflected from an extensi ve urIace. The en ergy is diffu sed over a large r egion of space upon refl ection and the reflected energy arriving at the receiv~r. must be. considered to be arriving from many dLfIerent pomts on t he reflecting surface at many different phase angles. The vector sum of these, if it is assumed that no one of the vectors is significantly large with respect. to any of the others, would b e a vector whose rclatlve phase would be random and whose. amplItude, ~s , would be distributed in accordance with the Rayle Igh distribution [15] : (2) Then over roua-h terrain th e signal arriving at the receiver can b~ interpreted as being the sum o~ a.
constant vector (th e direct wave) and a Rayleigh distribu ted vector (th e reflected wave). Perhal?s this may seem to b e a simplification of t~e p.l"oblem III t ha t it assumes that the s urFace r eri ectLOn is characterized by a single distribution, namel}: the Rayleigh distribution . As was prevLOusly pOlllted out, at l east one author [7] considers the Rayleigh distribu-tion to b e the limiting case in so far as scattering in the principal direction (the direction in which specular r eflection would take place if the surface were smooth) is concerned; i.e. , it is requir ed that the surface irreg ularities be quite large with respect t o the wavelength. The two approaches are not wholly inconsistent, as it was pointed out that the departures of this terrain from a smooth surface are considerable even at small grazing angles.
The sum of a direct wave and a wave reflected \ from a randomly rough surface will b e considered to b e composed of a constant component and a Rayleigh-distributed component, and can be separated into these two components by a consideration of the slop e of the cumulative distribution of the received signal strength over discr ete intervals of distance along the path [15, 16] . The probability distrib ution of the amplitude (1") of the sum of a constant vector pl us a Rayleigh distributed vector was considered by Norton, Vogler , Mansfield , and Short [16 ] , based on the expansion of a probability distribution derived by Rice [17] in the analysis of random noise:
2f' " (3) where r' = instantaneous r esultant amplitude, and where
In figure 1 , a relationship is given b etween the fading range in decibels R (0.1)-R (0.9) and the level K in decibels of the energy of the reflected wave relative to that of the direct wave. For exa mple, when the ratio of the 10 percent to 90 per cent values of the distribution of the r eceived field over a discrete distance interval was 4.9 db, the average energy in t he reflected wave would be exp ected to be 10 db below that of the direct wave and this corresponds to an effective rms amplitude of the reflection coeffi cient of 0.3 16. From such consideration, it can be seen that the r eflection coeffi cient as defined above is expressed by a distribution and can have many different valu es . Any expression of a p articular value must be made in terms of its statistical probability of occurren ce. In this example 0.3 16, the rms amplitude of the r eflection coefficien t, is that value which would b e exceeded by 36.8 p ercent of all the possible values that the reflection coefficient may have; whereas the median value of the sam e r eflection coefficient would be 0.263 which would be t he value exceeded by 50 percent of all the values to b e exp ected.
This t heory, as can b e seen from eq (2), assumes that the average energy of the reflected wave do es not change appreciably from point to point within the distance intervals chosen. The distan ce intervals 
) f rom the cumulative distribution of the l'esultant amplitude of a constant vector plus a R ayleigh-distributed vector.
Power in ran dom component is J(db relative to the range (Ro .,-Ro.,) of t he cumulative distribution.
were chosen somewhat arbitrarily to compromise the conflicting needs for sufficiently homogeneous data and sufficiently sm all sampling error. Intervals of one mile were chosen except close to the radio horizon where three, five and even ten mile intervals were used. For each interval, cumulative distributions of signal level versus distance wer e plotted on log-Rayleigh coordinates and t he 10 percent and 90 percent values were found. The value K was found from figure 1 for each value of R (0.1)-R (0.9), and since K = 20 log k, each interval produced an estimate of the parameter k of a R ayleigh distribution ; that is, an estimate of the rms amplitude of the reflection coefficien t. In the region of the r adio horizon, as the grazing angle approaches zero, the spatial fading rate decreases and a q uasi-lobe structure is formed . In this region it is easy to compare the two m ethods. For each interval, two values wer e determined ; the rms value of several determinations of the reflection coeffi cient as d etermined considering successive maximums and minimums, and the rms value of a Rayleigh distribution for t he interval assuming ground r eflection to be random. The two differ ent m ethods were then compared by use of the Wilcoxon signed rank test [18, p. 182] . Only two of the seven flights indicated statistically significant differen ce in the t wo methods. This comparison is mentioned not to question the validity of the approach presented here, but to point out its consistency with th e conve ntional method in the interval ncar the horizon. It must b e remember ed that t he conventional m ethod assumes tha t the reflection coefficient docs no t change, at least in the inter val between su ccessive maximums and minimums. This requirement is more r es trictive than the as umption that the average reflected en ergy does not change from period to period within the selected interval. Consequently, over rough terrain t he random method seems to be a better approach.
. Results

Presentation of Results
. Figures 2, 3 , and 4 are illustrations, both of the slgnal received in the aircraft, and the terrain profiles of the paths over which the flights were made. '1'he dashed lines indicate the range of maximums and minimums which would b e expected over the smooth earth determined by the curve fitted to the terrain. rrhe calculated smooth earth lobe structure to b e expected along these paths is also presen ted . It is easily seen that the Fort Carson path is not one that can be adequately approximated by a simple curve; h ence, no comparable calcula ted values are presented for this path . From this presentation several characteristics of r eceived fields over rough terrain are evident. When bo th terminals wer e very high, the regular lobe structure ch ar acteristic of specular reflecti~n did not exi~t: N or was the extensive range of maxmmms to mll1lmUmS apparent. Contrasted to this, the Fort Carson path with a low tr ansmitting terminal exhibited bo th a definite lobe structure and a more extensive range of maximums to minimums. It may be well to question whether the restricted fading range was actually present or might perhaps b e due to the limi tations of the frequency r e ponse of the recording system. An investigation of th e d ata and of th e fr equen cy ch aracteristics of th e recording system indicated th at the recorded maximums and minimums at th e near end of the paths' i.e., at the points labeled 32 miles from the trans~ mittel', would not differ from the actual maximums and minimums by more than 25 percent, this possible error being due to recorder response limitations. This possible error diminish es rapidly and from the points 42 miles from the transmitter to the radio horizon all the data appear to b e well within the response limitations of the recording system . This singularity of th e Fort Carson path can be interpreted as th e presence of an extensive surface which would support specular reflection. The profile of the Fort Carson path does show that two distinct surfaces between th e transmitter and a point 5 miles from the transmi tter are relatively flat, and th e geometry indicates that reflected energy from these regions is received over all point of the fli ght path . However, the geometry of th e entire profile indicated that multiple r eflection from as many as four gener al regions of the surface contribute to th e field experienced at a point. This is consistent with th e appearance of the received signal ; i.e., th at the specular r eflection produces lobing, while random r eflection produces the higher fr equency fluctuations superimposed. Consequently, it can be seen that if one terminal is low, small specular r eflecting surfaces can be effective in producing the characteristic lobing of specular r eflection ; but if the terminal is raised sufficiently such that the specular reflecting surface becomes a small part of the illuminated zone, th ese surface anomalies become les effective and pecular reflection less apparent. Thus, it is inferred that reflection from rough terrain contains two components, a spec ular component and a random component. Where one terminal is low th e specular contribu tion can b e significan t, but this contribuLion will decrease as the h eigh t of th e lower term inal is increased. Ther efore, it is interpreted that the data from two paths ar e illustrations of the sum of only two significant components, a constan t vector and a Rayleigh-distributed vector , while the Fort Carson data, in addition, include a SIgn ifi can t groundr eflected specular componen t.
Since two components in th e ground r eflection over the Fort Carson path can be iden tified , some method must be used to separate them. The difficulty of terrain approximation is such that no easy method can b e devised based on path geometry . However, it seems reasonable to as ume that the long-term spatial variations of the field are due only to specular r eflection, and that t he shor t-term spat ial variations ar e the results of random reflection. If it can be assumed that the short-time rate-of-change of the effective amplitude due to the specular component i negligible in comparison to that due to the r andom component, then the medians of the instantaneou variations over short intervals accurately illustrate the relative field due to the specular component of the reflected wave plus the direct wave ( fig . 5 ) . Then the value of this specular component can be found using eq (1) . It hould be no ted that this specular component is not necessarily a contribution from a single r efl ecting r egion, but is rather a summation resulting in a wave appearing as a single coherent wave at the receiver. Then, in this ca e, our "constant vector" is defined as consistin g of a direct wave plus a coher ent specular-refl ected wave and to b e slowly but uniformly changing due to the changing phase difference between the two coher ent components. To compute the rms amplitude of the random r eflection coefficient, a moving average can be used to eliminate the effect of the specular component and the analysis can then be done as outlined above. Figures 6, 7, 8 , show the distributions of the estimates of the rms ampli tude of the random reDection coeffi cient as a fun ction of grazing angle for each flight as determined by the above method . It \ova pointed out previously that this treatment assumes that t he aver age energy reflccted is con stan t over t he interval chosen; i. e., k 2 = constan t.
The rms value of the random componen t was used only for convenience in that it was identically equal to k . t he Rayleigh distribution i completely specified when anyone pertinent parameter is sp ecified. . }i'or convenience here, the rms random component IS to b e int erpreted as the rms value of the Rayleigh distribution. Since many considerations of Rayleigh distributions involve m edian values, it may b e useful to note that the m edian value is equal to 0.8326 times the rms value.
It is reasonable to expect one or both of two possible relationships, the first , (a) that the rms random reflection coefficient is a function of the grazing angle, and/or the second, (b ) that the rms random reflection coefficient is a fun ction of the terminal height.
(a) To investigate Lhe form er , each fligh t was considered individually and regression analysis was p erformed to determine the trend. The r egression coefficients of higher than the first degree terms were statistically insignificant ; h ence, linear r egression was used. The linear r egr ession lines are included on the appropriate figures 6 through 8. Table 2, pt. (1), s ummarizes the statistical treatment of each individual flight as a function of the smooth earth grazing angle. Four of the seven correlation coefficients are statistically sign ificant at the 5-percent probabili ty level ; however, two are positive and two are negative with no known explanation for the inconsistency. The significance may be unwarranted due to the fact that Lbe observations may not be tr uly independent; whereas , the use of sign ifi cance tests ass nmes i ndepende nce. At any rate, the correlation coefficients are small, t he larges t being only 0.42, indicating! t.hat, .in the extr eI?-e, only 18 p er cent of the vanatlOns ll1 the l'e£lectlOn coefficien t can be attributed to variations in the gr azing angle. Ther efore, it is r.easonable. to conclude Lhat the rms random reflec tlOn coeffiCIent was only slightly dependent on the grazing angles for grazing angles less than 5°.
(b) The second possibility is that. the rms ran~om reflection coeffi cient was a functlOn of term1l1al heio·ht. Since in the previous consideration it was fou~ld that there was little relationship between the graz in g angle and the value of these r eflection coeffi cien ts, the logical approach here would be to test the hypothesis t hat there is no difference among t he res ul ts of the differ ent flights. This involves an analysis of variance and covariance . The process is somewhat tedious and only the r es ults will be prese nted here . The reader IS r eferred to any standard text on sta tistical analysi~ [18 , ch. 7] . Four of the seve n flights appear to com.e from a ~ln gle population having a single m ean and sll:gle var~an~e . T his appears to contrad ict the concluslOn of slgmficance for the correlation coefficients, since two of these fli o-i1ts (Lhe flights on the Pilces Peak path) wer e fo~nd to have significa nt slopes. The Fort Carson data differ from the foW" flights in table 2, part (2), not due to the m ea ns but ?ue to the la~'ger variances. The Cheyenne Mountam, 7,000-ft fllght r esults differ from the r emainder , due bo t h to the low value of the m ean and to the excessive slope. The departLlTe of t he Cheyenn e Mountain 7,000-ft data cannot be adequately ex plained. If, for the sake of convenience, this si ngle flight is. ig nored the remainder of t he da ta can b e lI1terpreted . The reasonable conclusion would be that with th e lower terminal 35 ft or higher, the m ean value of the nns random component of the reflection co~fficie~lt do~s not vary wi th height in the range of h elghts lllvestlgated, but that increased yaria:bility about the mean was to be expected as thIS hClght approached 35 ft as a lower limit. H ence, it appears that for the conditions of this experiment the only effect of chano'e of the lower terminal height was to alter the degree of variability in t he insLanta neous va~ue of the rms random component of the reflectIOn coefficient about its mean value.
.3 . Interpretation of the Results as Samples From a Single Population
The absence of a substantial correlation between the above m entioned parameters suggests further consideration regarding the scatter of the observed resul ts. . I I~I-. -. Pikes P eaL __________ _______________ ___ ~---------{16;ggg a::
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• Statistically signiJlcant at the 5% probability level. It should be remembered that each interval was analyzed as if it were an independent sample which is probably not strictly true, and that each "value" of the random reflection coefficient is an estimate of the nns value of a Rayleigh-distributed variate for that intervaL Consequently, the results presented in figW'es 6, 7 at this point to consider the po sibility that these estimates of the rms value of all of these independent Rayleigh di tributions may be normally distributed. This would be equivalent to aying that the form of the cumulative distribu tion would remain the same, but that the value of the inter cept would be normally distributed, The method of analysis indicates a po ibility that the estimates of any of three parameters may be approximately normally distributed, The parameter K , where K = 10 log Jc2, could indicate a log-normal relationship; the r eflected energy (proportional to k 2 ) may be normally di tributed; or the rms random reflection coefficient (equal to k ) may be normally distributed. Kolmogorov's test, as applied by BarTO\VS and orton [19) , was used to test the nOl'mali Ly of the distribu- tions of these three estimates . This is not an exact test, but a reliable approximation. The test was used in both directions; i.e., (1) on each flight as a separate unit, and (2) on each interval of grazing angle utilizing the data from all flights. As a result of testing each flight as a separate unit, and testing each interval of grazing angle, the normal distribution was found to approximate the distribution of k better than the distributions of k 2 and K . When the daLa were considered as a whole, all tllree parameters appeared normally distributed, however, k again proved to be the best approximation. It was pointed out earlier that statistically these flights were not samples from the same population; -consequently, when all of the data are considered as a unit, some error will be introduced. There are apparently three populations of data: the Cheyenne :Mountain 7,000-ft data; the Fort Carson data ; and the remainder which form a homogeneous group. The amount of error introduced by such an amassing should be relatively small. The lowcorrelation coefficients, even though significant, indicate that little error is introduced when the r esults of each flight are considered as samples of a distribution having a single mean. Considering the results of all flights as members of a single population r equires only that it be remembered that the lower antennas introduce a higher variability from the mean value. (The departure of the Cheyenne Mountain 7,000-ft results is not explained.) Comparing the results of considering the data as a whole, with only that part of the data indicated to be homogeneous, little difference is noted. In the former case, the mean is 0.35 with a standard deviation of 0.15 for 596 observations ; in the latter case, the mean is 0.36 with a standard deviation of 0.13 for 408 observations. Comparison of the amassed results can also be made up with the inhomogeneous group; i. e., the Fort Carson data where the 15,000-ft Hight shows the greatest departme. The mean of this flight is 0.37 and the standard deviation is 0.24, which illustrates the tendency for greater variability when one terminal is very low.
If this conclusion is utilized in two steps, further evidence of a lack of significance is seen. Considering first, that the random reflection coefficient is independent of terminal h eight, and considering that estimates of the rms reflection coefficient would be normally distributed within small intervals of the grazing angle, it is possible to reevalu ate the random r eflection coefficient as a fun ction of the grazing angle. The mean and standard deviation was found for each interval of the grazing angle utilizing the estimates of k from all seven flights . The result of tIllS procedure are shown in figure 9 . The 90-percent confidence limits are only approximate since the data are not from a truly single population. The point at l.3° seems to be excessively high. This is due chiefly to the contributions from the Fort Carson data at this point, and can be interpreted as caused by possible anomalies in the Fort Carson path. It is in this region that the assumption of a single population is poor. It appears that the distribution of the Fort Carson data may be th e sum of two normal di tributions ha ving differen t m eans; a departure su ch as this can be caused by th e ad dition of a small number of nonidentical popula tions. Although this is indicated, it is not good statistical procedure to dissect data unless more justifiable reasons arc evident [20] .
As a second consideration, th e r eflection coeffi cient can be assum ed to be independent of th e grazing angle, and the estimates of the nTIS value of the random r efl ection coefficient can b e considered to b e normally d istributed for discr ete terminal heights. H ere, th e m ean and standard deviation, as shown in table 2 for each flight, ca n be expressed as a fun ction of transmitter h eigh t. Such r esults would reevalu ate the random r eflection coefficient as a flU1ction of terminal height. FigUl'e 10 is an illustration of such a consideration. W'i th th e exception of the Cheyen ne : Mountain 7,000-ft flight indicated at a transmitter heigh t of 2,836 ft and a r eceiver height of 1,625 i t, there is little differen ce in the value of the random componen t of the r efl ection coefficient. It should be noted that the standard deviation decr eased witl> increase of terminal heigh t.
Kolmogorov's test applied to the total d ata confirmed the assumption of normality. Figure 11 illustrates the cumulative distribution of the total data. rrhe m ean for the total data is 0.35 and the standard deviation is 0.15 (from table 2) , which compares well with the median value of 0. 33 and a standard deviation of 0.15 (from fig. 11 ).
The proper in terpreta tion of these r es ulLs is that the rms random component h ere s tated is the rms value of a Rayleigh distribu tion, and that th e estimate of this rms value is approximately normally distributed having a m ean valu e of 0. 35 with a standard deviation of 0.15 . If the Rayleigh dis- Total data for all nigh ts-596 pOin ts.
tribution wer e expressed graphically on log-Rayleigh coordinates, the slope would r emain ~ 1, but the in ter cept at PI' ( p> lc) = 0.368 would be approximately normally di stribu ted abou t 0.35 ( fig. 12) . No doubt the standard deviation is a fun ction of the length of th e sampling interval as well as being a function of the differ ent populations amassed 50S09S~59 --9 in the total data. Thus it is difficult to interpret, i.e., it is composed of two parts; one is the variation of sample estimates of a population parameter, the rms random reflection coefficient; the other is the variation due to nonhomogeneous populations. No attempt is made here to indicate how much of this standard deviation is due to each source of variation.
It should be emphasized that this value for the random r eflection coefficient ignores any divergency caused by reflection from the curved surface of the earth.
Comparison With the Results of Other
In vestiga tions
Due to the inability of accurately determining the reflecting surface, it was not possible to evaluate quantitatively the relationships expressed by some authors in terms of the type of analysis made here. However, in those cases where comparison was possible, remarkably good agreement was found particularly where overland measurements were considered.
Bullington's [21] data on the New York to Denver path compares favorably. Assuming a Rayleigh distribution for Bullington's data as suggested by Rice [5] , we find a median value of 0.29 and an rms value of 0.35. The variance is roughly the same. Straiton [22] utilizing four different frequencies over both land and water, achieved similar results for the higher frequencies over land. Similarity is found with the results of Sherwood and Ginzton [23] in the case of rough terrain. Although a proper comparison cannot be made with the results published by Beard, Katz, and Spetner [24] , it is significant that comparable conclusions concerning the constancy of the random component with increasing effective roughness is also proposed by these authors. This constant mean value is quickly achieved for small values of the parameter expr essing effective surface roughness. It should be noted that the results of these different investigators were found in widely separated places where ground constants can be assumed to differ. It would appear that the results are independent of the value of ground constants providing an overland path is considered.
In most cases where paths over rough water are considered, the value of the reflection coefficient for low grazing angles appears to be much higher and to approach more closely the smooth earth expected value [7, 22 , 23, 24] .
Conclusion
Thus, we arrive at the following description. The reflected signal received from rough terrain even at very small grazing angles can be considered to be made up of two components, one that is specular, and the other being Rayleigh distributed. Assuming one terminal as the reference, maintained above 1,000 ft , the relative magnitude of the two components of the reflection coefficient can be viewed as a function of the height of the variable terminal Where the variable terminal is ver~T low, the Rayleigh component may be considered to be small with respect to the specular component, but to increase in relative magnitude as the height of the low terminal is increased. Although in this experiment the rms random component exhibited essentially the same mean value for varying term.inal heights, it would be expected that the valu e of the rms random component would approach zero as the height of the terminal approached zero [23] . The variance appears to decrease as the lower terminalheight increases especially at very low terminal heights. Therefore, the variability of the random component would be expected to be greater with a low terminal, diminishing as tbis terminal is raised. The overall mean value of the random component of the reflection coefficient was found to be 0.35; the standard deviation of individual estimates of the rms random component obtained from distance intervals of the flight paths as outlined above, was found to be 0.15.
Although horizontal polarization was used in this investigation, S. O. Rice [5] points out that over rough terrain the identical mechanism is operative regardless of polarization. This view seems to be borne ou t in the oyerland data of Straiton [22] and Bianco and Morris [25] , both of whom notice no polarization effect if the terrain is sufficiently rough. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that similar results would have been obtained along these paths if vertical polarization had also been investigated.
The results presented here viewed in comparison with the reports of others suggest further considera-tion of the problem of rough terrain reflection. It appears t hat there are many variables present which are not wholly LlI1clel'stood. At present, it would appear thaL, over a spherical earth, if the terrain is sufficienLly rough a nd sufficiently extensive, the valu e of the random reflection coefficient might be essentially independent of frequency, grazing angle, polarization, and ground constant; having a mean valu e of approximately 0.3.
The variability of the instantaneous value is rather la rge and is more pronounced for low terminals. Specular reflection can be exp ected over rough terrain particularly if the terminals are low. There appears to be a difference between sea and land reflection in so far as rough terrain reflection is concel'ned, bu t at present it is not possible to determine whether this is due to marked di.fference in ground constants or to th e degree of effective roughness.
It should be obvious that some liberty was taken
. W t i tt h m~rthhem:atical t ' exat·ctitud~ itn thetan, al}t T sis loft' the (a ·a. IS 111VeS Iga ·lOn pOln s ou · w la re a 1011-ships appear to be prese n t, bu t it should be apparen t ! that additional study is r eq uired. Although it might appear that co nsiderable data were present for th is study, it is evident t hat a full investigation of t his particular phenornenon will require considerab '.v more than was available for this prese nta tion. Such studies could lead to a possible macroscale factor for specifying rough teuain as a fun cLion boLh of frequency and antenna height.
Addendum, An Estimate of the Relationship Between the Fading Range and Terminal Heights
Since it is apparent that specular refl ection was more effective Lhan random reflection in providing large spatial fading ranges, it would be advan tageous to determine a criterion for elimination of the specular component. Since it seems that low terminals produce a specular component even over rough terrain whereas h igh terminals produce only random reflection, an investigation of the r elationship between term inal height and the prevalence of the specular component would be des irable. It is fel t tha t the present data are not sufficiently complete to provide more than an indication . The spatial fading r ange for the Fort Carson data is interpreted to be 16.5 db on the average. Since there has not been assumed I geometrical relationship for the sh ape of the terrain, ~, even the specular component is not corrected for
